Washington Status Factors

Elcode  NFSM000044
Gname  CORTINARIUS TABULARIS
Gcomname

Number of Occurrences
U  = Unknown
Comments  Possibly in the Pacific Northwest, but not certain.

Number of Occurrences with Good Viability
U  = Unknown what number of occurrences with good viability
Comments

Population Size
U  = Unknown
Comments

Range Extent
U  = Unknown
Comments  Possibly in the Pacific Northwest, but not with certainty.

Area of Occupancy
U  = Unknown
LU  = Unknown
Comments

Long-term Trend in Population Size, Extent of Occurrence, Area of Occupancy, and/or Number or Condition of Occurrences
U  = Unknown. Long-term trend in population, range, area occupied, or number or condition of occurrences unknown
Comments  Possibly in the Pacific Northwest, but not certain.

Short-term Trend in Population Size, Extent of Occurrence, Area of Occupancy, and/or Number or Condition of Occurrences
U  = Unknown. Short-term trend in population, range, area occupied, and number and condition of occurrences unknown.
Comments
**Threats**

U = Unknown. The available information is not sufficient to assign degree of threat as above. (Severity, scope, and immediacy are all unknown, or mostly [two of three] unknown or not assessed [null].)

| Scope | Unknown | Severity | Unknown | Immediacy | Unknown |

**Comments**

Not enough data has been collected on this taxon to date.

**Number of Appropriately Protected and Managed Occurrences**

U = Unknown whether any occurrences are appropriately protected and managed

**Comments**

**Intrinsic Vulnerability**

U = Unknown

**Comments**

Possibly in the Pacific Northwest, but not certain.

**Environmental Specificity**

U = Unknown

**Comments**

**Other Considerations**

Cortinarius tabularis (Fr.) Fr. Cortinarius tabularis apparently was not a name used by C. H. Kauffman or A. H. Smith.
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**Grank** SU **Grank Date** 11/23/2002

**Greasons**

Unknown with certainty whether this taxon occurs in WA but it does have a narrow range extent.

**BCD Sources**

ISMS database
Survey and Manage Excel spreadsheet

**New Sources**

Michelle Seidl pers. obs.

J. Ammirati pers. comm.